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Electrical and Diagnostic

76 Relay Circuit Pro
The 76 Deluxe 12/24 Volt Relay Tester is a tool that can test an entire circuit from the battery to the 
component in question, as well as determining if the relay itself is functioning properly. This tool gives 
the technician the ability to instantly determine the problem within a tested circuit. It will identify at the 
push of a button if a wire, a part, or a relay is defective, without the use of a multi-meter. If the techni-
cian wishes to gain more information about the problem, the tool also features easily accessible ports 
for use with other diagnostic tools. This tester also has other practical uses. Since the item can jump 
the relay, the technician can use it as a remote control starter in engine work 
like  
compression testing, distributor or cam shaft adjusting, or  
to run the compressor during an A/C charge.
• Kit includes the tester, 6 popular relay connectors, 1 universal relay 

lead.
• Comes in a blow molded case with a high density foam insert.
• Works with both 12 and 24 volt systems.
• Patented.

74 Amp Hound
Amp Hound, designed to drastically reduce the time needed to determine the amount of current in a 
fused circuit. The Amp Hound can determine the amount of current in a fused circuit without removing 
the fuse. Not only will this save the time needed to remove the fuse, configure the tool, read the  
current and replace the fuse, it will also solve the problem of inadvertently resetting parasitic drains. 
The Amp Hound also makes it possible to “sniff out” current in an entire fuse block in a matter of  
seconds. Some of its many uses include finding parasitic drain, measuring amp draws on hard to 
reach fuse boxes, quickly identify circuit locations by Amp draw, etc.
• Absolutely the fastest way to measure current!
• Find current in all ATM, ATO, and MAXI type fuses (most accurate on 5 

-50 Amp sizes).
• Can detect currents as low as 5mA, easily find any parasitic drain.
• Never pull a fuse again to read the current.
• Audible beep instantly tells you if there is any current in any 

circuit and provides “No Look” effortless operation.
• Great for those under-dash fuse panels.
• The tool is battery operated with an automatic shut-off.
• Use standard test leads to touch the top of the fuse.
• Patent Pending.

63 Window Tint Meter
Measures the total amount of Visual Light Transmission (VLT) 
through a window treated with aftermarket window tint film.


